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A pre-emptive strike
The thriller that opens up my 15th book A
PRE-EMPTIVE STRIKE is a gripping
actual espionage thriller as far as Im
allowed to judge. Its word count is 15,455
words, while the entire book includes 21
additional short stories of suspense and
adventure, which have been written since
the beginning of 2013. The entire book
word count is 36,135 words. I believe that
my 15th book titled A PRE-EMPTIVE
STRIKE represents my best creation along
three decades of writing. The plot of this
book A Pre-emptive Strike is a work of
fiction, and is a product of the authors
imagination. The plots main figures and
different characters names, and the plots
background descriptions might remind real
persons and locations; as the books purpose
is to praise human wisdom, endeavors and
accomplishments, there is no harm, offense
or insult in its being a facsimile plot of real
life almost.
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attempt to repel or defeat a perceived imminent offensive or invasion, or to gain a strategic advantage in an impending
(allegedly unavoidable) war shortly before that attack materializes. It is a war that preemptively breaks the peace. North
Korea: Super-mighty pre-emptive strike will reduce US to 15 hours ago We all know Donald Trump gets his ideas
from Fox News. Thats why I was chilled to the bone after Eric Bolling suggested yesterday on The Preemptive war Wikipedia A pre-emptive strike is military action taken by a country in response to a threat from another country - the
purpose of it is to stop the threatening country from carrying out its threat. A pre-emptive strike can conflict with the
doctrine of the just war in two ways: Pre-emptive strike - The Free Dictionary May 3, 2017 President Trumps tough
talk on North Korea has apparently emboldened Americans into supporting a preemptive U.S. attack on the communist
McCain: US should consider preemptive North Korea strike as very Apr 13, 2017 On 13 April 2017, NBC
reported that the United States is prepared to launch a preemptive strike against North Korea to prevent it from testing
North Korea threat: Experts paint dark picture of what fallout of pre Preemptive war - Wikipedia Apr 17, 2017
The AP reports that Trump is finding Asian allies cool to a preemptive strike and The Washington Post Tokyo bureau
chief last night suggested The Risks of Pre-emptive Strikes Against North Korea - The New preemptive strike.
Means an ATTACK, using information gleaned from a journey in a time machine that ascertained that THEY would
have attacked US if we U.S. prepared to launch preemptive strike on North Korea - POLITICO Apr 30, 2017 Sen.
John McCain says President Donald Trump should consider a preemptive strike on North Korea if the country is able to
deliver a nuclear Preemptive Strike - Quest - World of Warcraft - Wowhead Apr 14, 2017 A top North Korean
official is threatening a preemptive strike against the U.S. if his nation believes America is taking reckless military
action. U.S to Launch Preemptive Strike on North Korea? - Apr 13, 2017 If the US comes with reckless military
maneuvers, then we will confront it with the [North Koreas] pre-emptive strike. Han also blasted Urban Dictionary:
Pre-emptive Strike Mar 18, 2017 Almost any plan would bring a possibility of escalation to all-out war, placing
millions of South Korean and Japanese civilians in the cross hairs Preemptive Strike? Talking Points Memo Apr 14,
2017 NORTH KOREA WARNS OF ITS OWN PREEMPTIVE STRIKE, via The Associated Press: President Donald
Trumps tweets are adding fuel to a Apr 14, 2017 The U.S. military is prepared to launch a preemptive strike against
North Korea if there are signs the country plans to test a nuclear weapon. pre-emptive - definition of pre-emptive in
English Oxford Dictionaries Apr 20, 2017 North Korean state media threatened to launch a super-mighty preemptive
strike that would reduce South Korea and the United states to ashes. In Korea, no pre-emptive strike: Our view - USA
Today A Preemptive strike refers to a surprise attack launched with the stated intention of countering an anticipated
enemy offensive. Preemptive strike may also refer to Preemptive strike Define Preemptive strike at Preemptive
strike definition, preventive war. See more. News for A preemptive strike Action Following her return from Advanced
Tactical Training, Ro is sent to infiltrate the Maquis and finds herself torn between her loyalty to Picard and Starfleet
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